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'Your Honors' of Boys State
Heading the governments of the six Evergreen Boys State cities are these mayors, who were
inaugurated Tuesday night by Judge Jay A. Whitfield of Ellensburg, ·along with the other city officials elected Monday night. The mayors are Douglas Smidt, Parkland (Fir City); Dick Phenneger,
Tacoma (Tamarack); Fay Millett, Renton (Hemlock); Ross Miller, Port Townsend (Pine); Ross Goetz,
Spokane (Cedar); and Jerry Ryles, Pomeroy (Spruce). Evergreen Boys State is being conducted here
by the Americ8111 Legion, Department of Washington.

30 specialists join CWCE
summer school special programs
----~----------·

92 sound pictures

added to visual aids
Approximately :ji4,600 have been
paid for 92 new motion pictures,
all sound films on 16 millimeter,
reports Dr. A. H. Howard, visual
education director of CWCE.
Selections were made from six
educational film producing companies:
Coronet
Instructional
Films, Encyclopedia Brittanica
Films, Young America Films, McEllensburg, Wash.
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Graw-Hill Test Films, Bailey Film
and Gateway Productions.
With few exceptions, Dr. HoSGA prexy marries
ward reports, all the films are deAlbert "Bud" Niebergal, SGA signed for use in aiding the eleprexy for 1953-54, and Joan Ander- mentary school instructional proson from Seattle were married Sat- gram with emphasis on grades one
throl1gh six. The titles were chosen
"We have the cream of the crop, the best group of boys in the urday in the All Saints Catholic
to round out the film library's colState of Washington," said W. H. (Bill) Dunn, Boys State Adminis- Church at Puyal!up.
A large
trator, yesterday. Boys State is being held on campus June 14 to crowd attended the double-ring lection in subject matter areas
such as language arts, reading,
June 22, for the fifth consecutive year. The program, ~p0nsored by
arithmetic, general science, social
the American Legion, is building objective leadership by teaching the ceremony.
youth of today constructive atti-~--------'=--~-Maid of honor was Mrs. Janet studies, music, citizenship, and
tudes toward the American form up of two faculty and two student Russell, sister of the groom, with health and safety.
of government,
according to
Descriptions of the new films
Dunn.
members and decided who should Wally Gendron, Portland, assisting will appear in the new 1953 Union
as best man.
The c o u p l e
Three hundred and fifty-three be issued stickers on a basis of are honeymooning in Yellowstone Film catalog published jointly by
boys, one of the largest number need. It is regrettable that all can- National Park. They will be at the film libraries of the Univerever enrolled, are taking an ad- not be served in this rather limit- home in Portland where the groom sity of Washington, Washington
vanced course in political training. ed area.
has acquired a summer position. State Collee and Central Washington next September.
Through participation, the boys
are learning the basic construction - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- of city, county and state government, following the Constitution
of the State of Washington.
The public is invited to attend
the talent show Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in the college auditorium.
Dunn says that this promises to be
one of the best programs of the
organization's 10 year career in
Washington, as talent ranging
from specialized singing to "authentic imitations" will be offered.
President of Central Washington
College, Dr. Robert E . McConnell,
who gave the initial welcoming
greeting; Edward B. Rogel, director of public service and Miss
Barbara Hoffman, director of
dormitories, have been working in
close cooperation with the officials
of Boys State.
Governor Arthur B. Langlie is
scheduled to give the graduation
address Monday. Other addresses
will be given by Don Eastvold, Attorney General of the State of
Washington; Thomas H. Bienz,
former State Senator and Major
Shelton D. Kem, United States Air
Force officer. Justice Joseph A.
Mallery, Justice of the State Suprem e Court, conducted the inauguration ceremonies Thursday.
The boys are being housed in
Kennedy Hall and eating in the
Texas Christian University's football coach, Dutch Meyer (second from left), is giving the word
Sue Lombard hall cafeteria.
to a group of coaches at the Central Washington College coaching clinic held this week. The others
are (left to riht): Phil Sarboe, former. CWCE grid coach now at Humboldt State College, California;
Del Peterson and L. G. Carmody, CWCE football coaches; Leo Nicholson, CWCE, and Vernon Walters,
Washington State College.

central washington college

353 Boys Staters here
for fifth annual meet

Clinic sports famous coaches

Parking applications
due on cars June 25

Mr. Frank Bach, chairman of the
college parking committee, announced recently that applications
for permits to park in the Ad building parking lot are now being accepted for the summer session.
All faculty and student commuters who intend to use the lot must
obtain the application from the
Registrar's office and return it to
faculty box No. 8 before June 25.
In order to accomodate the persons in need of this space the cooperation of everyone is requested.
Persons who violate the parking
regulations only make it difficult
for others trying to provide a service for those who need the parking space, which may result in
some cars being impounded. The
parking stickers must appear on
the automobile by June 30.
The Parking Committee is made

S t u d e n t government and
school board choices of summer
session student body officers
were recently released. New
President is Gordon Leavitt,
junior from Thorp, and vicepresident is Rudy Kovacevich,
junior, Cle Elum.
Editing the Campus Crier
will be Bob Loeffelbein, graduate student from Wenatchee,
and associate editor Martha
Schwellenbach, senior from
Olympia.. Advertising manager
is Bob Larrigan, Junior from
Cle Elum.

80 scholarships set
for high school seniors
Wayne Hertz, professor of music
at Central Washington College, announced the list of music scholarships accepted for graduating high
school seniors throughout the state
yesterday.
The one year scholarships were
awarded to Barbara Brown, Hoquiam; Harley Brumbaugh, Snoqualmie Falis; Grace Carlisle, Walla Walla; Nancy Crabb, Naches;
Leila Dildine, Puyallup; Janet Donaldson, Yakima; Joyce Hitt, Seattle; Shirley Ann Larkin, Kennewick; Beverly Morris, SedroWooley; Jeannine Nelson, Seattle;
Marilyn Olberg, Enumclaw; Gary
Lee Oules, Chelan.
Susan Overstreet, Ilwaco; Harold
Rogers, Grandview; Regina Russell, Bothell; Virginia Snodgrass,
Ellensburg; Kathryn Spurgeon,
Kennewick; Patricia Stout, Washougal; Grace Willis, Montesano;
Neil Johnson, Ellensburg; Barbara
Bode, Yakima; Jean Carder, Kellogg, Idaho; Garry Lindbo, Auburn;
Lora May Overman, Wenatchee;
Wayne Jang, Bothell and John
Lloyd, Opportunity.
Music scholarships for one quarter went to Barbara Craig, Naches;
Linda Dale, Seattle; Jo Ann Dunham, Port Orchard; Gerald Ellison, Ephmta; Bill Estby, Selleck;
Eleanor Falletto, Chelan; Roland
Ferrell, Bellevue; Barbara Harke:,
Ellensburg; LeRoy Naasz, Yak1<Con tinuect on Page 41

Over 30 specialists have joined
the staff of CWCE for all or parts
of the summer school program.
Listed under curriculum are
special clinics, workshops, and
conferences in coaching athletics,
public school curriculum, exceptional children, biology, health education, intercultural education,
language arts, physical science,
science education, reading, social
studies, music, and parent-teachers' leadership.
New courses, offered for the
first time at ewe, lean heavily on
school athletic programs and planned recreation. They include school
camping for the classroom teacher,
the school recreation program, individual sports for women, the intramural program, and interscholastic athletic training.
Instructors will include such n~
tables as L. R. "Dutch" Meyer, the
athletic director at Texas Christian University; Wm. "Tippy"
Dye, University of Washington
basketball coach; Dr. Virgil M.
Rogers, president of the American
Association of School Administrators; Hazel Nohavec Morgan, former head of the music education
department at the University of
Minnesota; and Daniel Preston,
dean of the Pacific University
music department and one of the
country's leading authorities on accoustics and music electronics.
Others include Donald F. Warner, history professor from Macalester college of St. Paul and Marjorie A. C. Young, consultant in
education for the National Society
for the Prevention of Blindness.
Well known sports stars of the
area who will be in attendance at
si:orts clinics will bP Bob Houbregs
1('ontin11Prl on Pll!!P 4'

90% grads
rated good'
1

"More than 90 percent of all the
graduates rated this year from Central received ratings of average or
better."
With this statement Dr. E. E.
Samuelson started his summary ·of
mid-year ratings of 1951-52 graduates teaching in the field in 1952-53.
The placement office sent out in
February customary rating forms
to superintendents and principals
who were supervising the work of
our graduates of June and August,
1952. Results showed fewer extremely high ratings than in other
recent years, but a larger proportion of ratings than usual in the
step above average on the scale.
Consequently, a larger proportion
of graduates teaching this year rated above average (72.2 percent)
Vet grad. eligibility
than were so rated in 1950-51
(69.4 percent) or 1951-52 (66.5 peramended for teachers
cent).
Recent information from the VetThe ratings below C constituted
less than 10 percent of the total
eran's Administration regards a
new ruling concerning graduate
Recent changes made in the ratings, and there were only 2.4
graduate
program at Central in- percent of all ratings in the unstudents who desire to establish
satisfactory category.
a cycle of continuous training clude a new two-plan option for the
graduate student seeking a mas- ward a master's and must meet
under Public Law 346 by attend- ter's degree.
standards of proficiency and acing summer school sessions, interPlan 1 includes a thesis and is complishment set up by the Comvened with successive school years primarily for the student who in- mittee on Assistantships.
tends to go in research, possibly
of teaching.
The graduate assistant is requirfor a dcctorate. The thesis is val- ed to work 10 hours a week for
Previously teachers could meet ued at six quarter credits and de- the person or department to which
the continuous pursuit requirement ducted from the 45 quarter credits he is assigned, preparing teaching
through enrollment in and pursuit of gr aduate work required for the material for professors, physical
arrangements in shops and labs
of summer session courses only if master's degree.
they enrolled as candidates for a
Plan 2, which does not require and work in audio-visual education.
the thesis and is planned for people
Another change showed Dr. J.
degree.
who will probably limit their grad- Wesley Crum, professor of EducaThe Ad'llinistrator's Advisory uate work to the master's, is 45 tion, being installed as Central's)
Committee of the VA received credit hours of graduate level first director of graduate studies.·
representations that his policy was course work as accepted by the The office was created by the
board of trustees at their spring
discriminating against the teacher graduate student's committee.
This is a change in Plan 2 of last meeting.
that was required to take additionInternship for principals
al training to meet certificate re- year which required 50 quarter
The training of elementary and
quirements, but whose objective credits of course work if the perwas not the attainment of a college son did not wish to write a thesis. secondary principals by means of
In the new Plan 2, the student will an internship program is also an
degree.
write a research paper in connec- addition to the graduate program.
The regulation was amended tion w:th one of his courses much The schools where this internship
effective March 3, 1953. It is now like a term paper in any other program will be initiated are not
yet set but will be selected from
possible for a veteran-teacher to class.
pursue a course during successive
Assistant's pay upped
the superior school systems.
summers which le11-ds to the fulThe salaries of gradua te assistEach internship will be planned
fillment of state requirements for ants have been increased from $80 to fit the needs of the student entera teaching certificate or credential. to $100 a month. Eight assistant- ing the program, but the genera}
ships are available to experienced program will have the internee
A supplemental Certificate of : people who want to return to school working under a selected "master"
Elegibility and Entitlement author- for a m aster's degree.
school administrator in a public
izing the new course will be issued
To qual!fy for an assistanship, school, either elementary or secI to the veteran if otherwise in order. the student must be working to- ondary.

Gradute school
makes changes;
Crum named dir.
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Are Teachers Overtrained?
"Are Teachers Overtrained in Methods, But Undertrained in
What to Teach?" This was the title given to an editorial by Mortimer
Smith, a professor at Brown University, in the May 16 issue of the
Saturday Evening Post. Mr. Smith's answer is a blasting "yes"!
According to Mr. Smith, most schools of education are no good
because they are training the teacher HOW to teach and are not
spending their time teaching WHAT to teach. In other words, he
believes that students being graduated from these institutions are not
learning subject matter. He states, "It is no longer the primary
functions of the schools to impart knowledge. Today the great
fashionable 'gimmick' among schoolmen is the Life Adjustment Program which," he adds, "involves playing down mastery of basic skills
and playing up 'courses' in buying and selling, boy-girl relationships
use of leisure time, earning a living, and so on."
'
We might point out to Mr. Smith the great advances in education
for teachers which have been made. In the day when he was going to
school, only a small number of public school teachers had received any
kind of college training.
From the tone of Mr. Smith,s editorial, one might imagine that
he advocates running prospective teachers through a liberal arts
mill totally devoid of definite purpose towards their major goal,
teaching:- He is definitely overlooking the necessity of courses which
train prospective teachers in how to do their job.
In showing the "unfairness" of this situation, Mr. Smith cites
that a "bad" teacher by going back to take education courses periodically, can "steadily climb up the salary scale, while the 'best'
teacher, if she refrains from taking the courses is fated to stay on a
lower rung of the ladder."
Mr. Smith seems not to realize that teaching, like all other
phases of life is ever changing, never the same as it was 20 years ago,
or even the same as last year. New developments and better methods
of teaching are continually being discovered.
If the "best" teacher is not concerned enough with the education of his students to wish to know how he can improve his teaching methods, he is neither the "best" teacher, nor worthy to be a
teacher.
Education students, not only as prospective teachers, but also
as prospective parents and members of the community, are concerned witht his view of education. De we wish our children to be
given the advantages of teachers who know how to motivate student
learning or do we want them to have teachers who know a great
amount of subject matter themselves but cannot present the material
to the students so it is understood?
- EO and DG

First dates analyzed
by Crier guest artist

JUNE 19, 1953

BOB LOEFFELBEIN'S

WHATCHAMA COLUMN

Editor's note: Complementing
the skeleton Ci .::w putting out your
summer issue Crier will be a
series of "great artist" contributors culled from schools throughBy Bob Loeffelbein
out the state. This then is the
first of a series and was contributLast night we had a party.
ed by Joe Dickinson of Eastern
All I can remember is going out pleasure bent, and waking up
Washington College of Education.) this morning pleasure broke.
I woke up to a voice over the telephone asking me how I felt.
by Joe Dickinson
Look at the nightly crowd on Putting up a brave front, I clenched my teeth (to hold my head tothe Sue and Kamola steps. Some gether) and answered with bon vivant, "Fine." (You see I had nothing
to lose by it since I've already served my hitch in the reserve and it
very interesting situations can be will take an act of Congress to get me again.) The unknown voice
observed there every evening. If came back with a puzzled, "Oh, I must have the wrong number." I
bleachers were set up directly couldn't resist snapping back, "Nonsense. If it was a wrong number
across the street, it could prove I wouldn't have answered."
Actually I felt about as fit as a fizzle, what you might call in the
to be a definite threat to telev1s10n. Take, for example, the punk of condition. In short, it was the moaning after the night before.
I wished I hadn't been born, but of course that seldom happens to
case of the FIRST DATERS.
anyone. I think the grindstone must have been my birthstone. One
The First Daters are usually minute I was afraid I was going to di€--'and the next I was afraid
very humorous, although often I wasn't. But at least I think I discovered why sailors and soldiers
rather pathetic. According to the aren't afraid to die.
A gal, as usual, was the cause of my woe. I met this one through
time they've had - good or bad
- they undoubtedly have given a mutual acquaintance, the ice man. Right away I knew she was for
some thought to the time when me. I asked her if she was doing anything that evening and she said
wasn't. So I took her out, and sure enough, she wasn't. It's like I
they say goodnight. The girl usual- she
always say, lots of live wires wouldn't be so hot if it wasn't for their
ly wants her escort to do one of connections.
two things - kiss her goodnight
We went driving and I kept telling her I was going to kiss her
or drop dead. The escort, similar- when we got around the next corner, and she kept saying, "That's
ly, has one of two desires- either going too far." I didn't catch on until too late.
If she had just encouraged me once to steal a kiss she would have
to kiss her goodnight or punch her
started a one-man crime wave. But as it was it was only a triumph
in the nose . Anyhow, they get to of
mind over matter. I didn't mind because she didn't matter. It is
the door.
a truism that every pers.on can give pleasure in some way. She did
HE TRIES
:it by leaving a room. She was one of those you think of as better
Then they stand and shuffle their late than ever.
Did she have some funny ideas! She thought I didn't love her
feet and look at everything except
each other. No matter how gifted because my chest didn't heave like in the movies. She should remema conversationalist either may be, ·r er the old saw about a woman's heart being like the moon. The
it is never real.
at a time like this their minds are man Ainman
can't win anyhow. There are several pictures of each one,
practically blank- hers occupied and none of them seem to be flattering. There is the picture his
As each new regime unrolls its CRIER portfolio a new policy with the thought, "Good gosh, friends have of him, the one his co-workers have of him, the one his
goes in force. These differences of opinion are what makes horse what's he gonna do?" and his with wife has of him, the one God has of him, and, oh yes, the one he has
races and families of eight; they make for a democratic America. the thought, "Good gosh, what am of himself.
But the picture I had of myself after this escapade really shook
It would indeed be a dull world if everyone thought alike.
I gonna do?" So they grasp at
Each new editor and staff has its own ideas on what constitutes straws.
Such as "How many m e down . It made me appear like a monkey. I guess this gal had
"news" and what the policy of the CRIER will be in publishing that bricks did it take to build New studied her Darwin backwards. She could make a monkey out of any
man.
same "news."
I kept a record of all the good times we had together. You
Our policy stems from the definition of "news" by Carl Warren dorm, I wonder," and "Say, did
in his book, "Modern News Reporting," which is the best we have yet you know that the platypus has wouldn't call it a diary though, just check stubs. The trouble with love
read. "News," he reports, "is any hitherto unpublished reports of fur, webbed feet, lays eggs, and is that only the busy can afford it and only the idle have time for it.
Love is supposed to be companionship, tenderness, understanding,
those activities of mankind calculated to interest, inform or entertain suckles its young?"
the reading public." That then, in a nutshell, is our CRIER policySoomer or later, the young man mutual faith and abiding affection. Seems too high a price to pay
to bring you that which will interest, inform and entertain you. summons up enough nerve to at- tome.
Nothing that will change the weigh of the world.
tempt a kiss . He makes a grab and
Following this thesis, the services which a college newspaper usually at this time the young lean idly aga'nst the wall - if
should seek to render may be said to be:
lady decides either to tie her shoe they bother to st:ck around at all
(1) To provide an organ of information that will present all the
news desired by those who are actively interested in the institution- or look the other way. This leaves - usually he gives her a fle eting
the young man all puckered up peck on the cheek, pushes her in
Telephone 2-4002, 2-2911
including students, faculty, administration, parents and alumni.
Publis hed every Friday, except test
(2) To provide an organ for the expression of student thought with no place to go and generally the door and says "Good night,
week and holidays, during the regular
and to provide an outlet for the best creative work of students in proves quite embarrassing. His sweetheart, I'll bring that dirty un- school
y ear and Pi-weekly during ~um 
writing, drawing and photography.
nerves are completely shaken after derwear over for you to wash to- mer session as the official publication
of
the
Student Government Assoc ia(3 To create a wholesome college spirit and to support the insti- this and some time passes before morrow. " But if they do happen
tion of Central Washingt0n College,
tution's best traditions.
he works up the necessary courage to stick around they lean against Ellensburg. S'.lbscription ra te ~. $3 per
(4) To promote and encourage worthy college activities.
year. Printed by the Record Press, Elthe wall and - if they're exception- lensburg.
(5) To record in permanent form the history of the institution. again.
Entered as s econd c lass matter at the Ellensburg Post Office. ReAt
precisely
this
moment
the
I
ally
passionate
hold
hands
and
(6) To entertain, as an end in itself.
presented
for national advertising by
But a problem exists. Everyone knows "News is where you find lights blink and the young lady smile indulgently at the other National Advertising
Service, Inc., 4:0
it," and, we might add, IF you find it. And here is another case of says: "There's blinks. I really couples. If they talk at all, it's Madison Ave., New York City.
that IF being a big word. The CRIER staff during a normal school have to go." He says, "Oh, must usually something like "You know,
Member
term is small enough, but during summer sessions it is cut to the yo:.i?" "Yes, really. I had a won- I think you're getting bald," or
Associated Collegiate Prn.<;s
bone, a real skeleton staff. Prospective journalists just don't enroll
Intercollegiate Press
at CWCE because only three courses are offered in that field through- derful time ." "Did you really?" "Is that a pimple coming out on
out the entire curricula. But, w e can write the news IF we get it. "Yes, really I did." "Oh, you your nose or is your nose growing
The CRIER office is located in room 212 of the Student Union, didn't." "Yes, I did." "Well _ a nose? " Of course, this is goodSTAFF:
the post office box is 50, and the telephone number is 2-4002. A hint so did I." "Did you really?" "Yes, natured banter and means nothing.
Editor,
Bob
Loeffelbein.
to the wise opportunist is sufficient. A little publicity never hurt I did." "Well, goodnight," Then They seldom look at each other Ass't editor, Marty Schwellenanyone, and we'd love to give it to you-if you will give it to us so the door closes and the young especially if they intend to marry bach.
we can. Amen.
. .. R.L.L. lady has gone, leaving him some- - probably because every time
Reporters-Dick Oase, Jackie
'what bewildered.
The house- they do they think of all the times Case, Ruth Leichliter, Hazel Loree,
EXAMS SCARCE; B~ER
mother, locking the door, smiles they will have to look at that face Christine Shuler, Bob Pierre.
'Stinky-pinkys' new fad
Business Mgr.-Bob Larrigan.
ABUNDANT AT NORWAY'S
at him behind the glass and the across their grapefruit every mornPhotographers-Bob Cole, MarUNIVERSITIES
reminds us of 'handies'
young man if he's recovered suf- ing.
ion Smith.
ByE Kay Buschmt ann, UW Ddan~3· ficiently , usually sticks out his
Advisor-Kenneth L. Calkins.
Remember the "Knock-knock"
xams every wo years an
tongue
craze? Or the "Randies" fad, per cent beer without "I.D." sound
The ·yo
t -d
SUMMER BUDGET, 1953
2.- Town clown
rk
·
·t
t ·
B t .
ung man s r1 es savage1y
where you stuck one finger in your ~
3.- Quizzer's scissors
e a ut~rversr ~l u 0~ 1 ~· E u 1 ~ 1down the walk, kicks a dog, if a Buffer Fund ·-----------------------$2581.60
mouth, revolved your other hand T~rw:.Y ey re~ Y ex~s · f yvan dog is available, and mutters: Drama ---- -------- --- -------- ------------ 200.00
about your ear, and called yourodr Jtornsdon, k. orw~ghranh oHrestkry "Rats!
What a prune!"
The Social --- --- --- ------ -- ------------------ 472.00
self a pencil sharpener? They s t u en an s 1er wit t e us y young lad
·
General -- --- -- ---- ----------------------- 650.00
. d
Y s t omps up the s t airs,
t
were great ice-breakers at a party earn, reporte yesterday.
kr"cks a ho usemo th er, 1·f a h ouse- Campus Crier -------- --------- -·-- 996.40
"W h
.
or at a bull session in the student
Assemblies __
500.00
e ave two exams
· hm
d four
· t mother is available , and mu tters ·.
union when first-of-the-quarter stu- ye a rs ~.t h ome, " h e s1g
THURS., FRI., SAT.
~
w1s - "Nertz! What a jerk!"
dents were making friendly noises fully.
There are no c:re~1,ts. You
'OLD STEADIES" DIFFER
-- -- -- -- 5400.00
Total --- --·-- --- ·at each other and getting acquaint- go and come as you hke. .
Quite the opposite of the first
MUSICAL ADVENTURE OF THE DESERT!
ed.
The two exams, each lastmg a daters are the OLD STEADIES. 12.--Ciazy Daisy
\ ...~
week,
come
at
the
end
of
the
secThis
is
all
old
hat
to
them
They
13.Muck:ng
ducking
But now they are both passe.
W'\t ,I
ond year and as a final. You can
·
Something new called "Stinky- even take just a final and receive
pinky's" have driven them into your degree without ever hearing
limbo.
a professor, if you get books and
They are just the thing for study, he said . The student-teachstrangers to get acquainted on. er relationship there is so formal
Since strangers don't have a com- you usually don't know each othmon bond to converse on, this little ers names, let alone speak.
Social life and athletics of Norgame establishes one. Conversa"
tion isn't needed. Everyone just wegian students are completely
sits around pensively sipping their separate from the university which
drinks (cokes, of course) and hatch- has no fraternities, sororities, or
ing up little brain children. If you inter-collegiate sports, he said.
"And student rallies, processions
think of any "Stink-pinks" the ice
is broken. If you don't, you'll soon and pranks are strictly for high
have enough drinks under your belt school students," he commented.
so the ice will be broken anyhow .. "A Norwegian university student
would be considered crazy for such
so it's a sure-fire method.
But to explain. First step is to behavior."
Even a between meal snack is a delight when served in our
think of a set of two ryming words,
15.- Hades' shadies
an adjective and a noun or proinviting atmosphere.
noun.
(For example, "zestful
All credit cards accepted;
WATCH FOR THE
chestfull".) This you keep to yourCollege rates given!
self. But to the gathering at large
OPENING OF ELLEN
you present hints. These consist
of two parts : a) a dictionary
at 913 E. 10th Ave.
Open 'til 1 :30 a.m. Friday and Saturday
DRIVE-IN THEATRE!
definition of your ryming words,
E.
Musser
~Continueci ~m Pa~e 3)

Comes der revolution

ca111pus er1er

;=.==::::===================::=.;;;;;:::=::=::=::==========-===::::::::::

After your

evening's

entertainment

Musser Phillips 66

NEW YORK CAFE
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Editorials from across the sea
(The following letter was written by the parents of a German
exchange student who left CWCE last year.)
Very Honorable Director:
Deeply touched over the generous gift of money which brought us
endless joy at Christmastime, we, the parents of Hans, express our
heartfelt thanks for the very great help given to us.
May God, the giver of all good gifts, reward you richly, honorable
Mr. Director, for your great effort and this truly noble deed. You
have made us very happy, for with this large sum of money we can
begin to think in terms of our own home.
Hans, who is spending Christmas with his sister in Switzerland,
will also write a thnak-you letter in English.
With greatest respect and thankfulness
Yours
Anna and Robert Hampel,
parents of Hans Hampel

*
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We see

*

by the peepers

HOW TO FIND CONTENTMENT
THROUGH CONSCRIPTION:
B M
I u
Y
ax Hal ' · W. Daily
When UW track star Jack Burney, a Canadian citizen, received
his draft notice in 1950 he wasn' t
worried. The American government had obviously made a mistake. When it was corrected he
would resume his studies at the
University.
*
After three months at Fort Ord,
*
*
Strubling, January 6, 1953
California, and four more at Fort
Dear Dr. Samuelson-or may I address you as I feel: My Dear Friend Benning, Ga., he began wondering
Sam:
if they weren't serious. While he
First of all: the New Year may be for you one of happiness and was still wondering they loaded
of health. For your country may it bring the end of the Korean him on a boat for Germany. How
conflict. Every night I go to bed thinking about all the hardships and ser:ous can you get?
sorrows war causes people, most of whom are as innocent or as
T0 d
J
ay ack is back at the U ,
guilty as you and I. We in Germany feel closely connected with you.
We are reminded every day that human freedom and human dignity after spending a two-year Europare to be defended today against the aggression of Bolshevism . . . ean vacation packed with action
Again I would like to point out that the foe we are fighting can't and romance.
be defeated by weapons out of iron and steel alone. First of all we
Arriving in Germany, Jack put
have to be aware of the spiritual values from which our dignity as his three years of UW track exhuman beings comes from .. · .
.
. .
perience to work for him and soon
The next pomt I have to. write about 1s somehow a d1ff1cult one; became the Eu 0 ea A
400it's about the money you mailed to my mother and to me. I'd have
r P ~ rmy
never agreed to do something like this. Just to remember how I ~etre .hurdle champ10~, and led
generously I was treated living in Ellensburg; I never had and never his regimental team to vITtually evwill have such a wonderful time in all my life elsewhere. No single ery title in occupied Europe.
person- really no single one- said anything to me which I could
During this time the team never
have b,een embarrass~d about. Generosity, friendship, love and respect saw an Army camp. They were
- thats what I expenenced at Ellensburg. How could I have dared to housed in comfortable special se _
ask you people for more than you have done already? . . .
..
. .
. .
r
Just some words about this (our former living conditions) in :--ices hotels with hvmg expenses
order to give you a clearer view and to prevent a misinterpretation included.
of her letter. We lived in Czechoslovakia as farmers. After the war
And when track was out of seawe had to leave literally everything our ancestors had built up son, he played football and ice
through centuries. We came to Bavaria so as to say as beggars. hockey, with the same comfortable
Coming out of a Russian prisoner's camp it was harder for me to conditions prevailing. It was grim
see the poverty at home (one room for eight persons) than to live
Although the football team did~
in the slavery of the forced labor camp. Anyway we were able to n't go far the hocke t
w t
keep from starving and by hard work even during the night I was
. '
Y earn
en
0
able to finish my studies and to become a teacher. I passed the ~ to :vm the all-.European ?~a?1examinations quite well and got the scholarship to the U.S. From pwnship. Then m an exh1b1t10n
there I was able to help my parents better than I did as a teacher game, they threw a scare into the
over here. In the meantime my brothers went on to high school American Olympic team before
and my sisters went to England to work in the cotton industry. All bowing 9-6.
this was done with the single intention of coming again into a house
It was while traveling with the
of 01:1r own because it is hard to live in a house where you are always track team to Rome, that another
considered to be a burden.
"tough break" ha e d Th t ·
I can only assure you th'l t T feel obliged to pass on the received
PP ne ·
e ram
love to everyone I meet and it is always a pleasure for me to help w~s crowded and the only seat,
your boys here to feel more at home in our country. . . . I am happy mmd Y?U, happened to be next to
to state that the confidence between the German population and the a beautiful and brainy Italian coed
American forces is growing steadily.
from the University of Florence.
To finish up this section of my letter, Sam, please express my
Mr. and Mrs. Burney reside at
sincere thanks for the most generous gift especially to the Kiwanians, Union Bay village.
to the faculty members, and to the students.
Tell the faculty m embers that I am thinking of them with
From the Minnesota Daily comes
gratitude and respect. From another viewpoint it is highly import- proof that Shakespeare's writings
ant that I did so well (in my state examinations). I owe my success
largely to the teachers I had in Central. People, and especially can apply to just about anything.
teachers in our country, and in the surrounding ones, knew about me Here 's what that talented gent had
from my articles and lectures about America. There were many to say about examinations:
Studying in the library : "More
who doubted the n ~cess ity for ~oing to foreign countries to get to
know them and their ways of life. If I had failed the examination light, you knaves; and turn the
or done poorly they would have used this to strengthen their narrow- tables up, And quench the fire,
minded viewpoint.
the room is grown too hot."
This probably is only a tenth part of the thoughts I would like
to 12ass on to. you. Be assured once more, however, of my deep Romeo and Juliet.
Cramming at 3 a.m.: How
feelmg of gratitude and respect to you, and all our friends at Central
an in the wonderful state of Washington. I am your friend, Hans. weary, stale, flat and unprofitable
seem to me all the uses of this
world,"
Hamlet.
work. Assisting him is water safeEight CWCE students
Cramming at 7 a.m. : "It is not
ty instructor ?atty Thompson, a for your health thus to commit
plan summer recreation junior at ewe.
your weak condition to the raw
Playground supervisors at Me- cold morning." Julius Caesar.
Eight students and alumnae of
Teacher hands out tests : "O
Central Washington were listed on morial playground and the Kiwathe city of Ellensburg summer re- nis playground, respectively, will most pernicious woman ! O vilcreation staff when it was first be Olaf Olson and Doug Locker. lain, villain, smiling, damned villain!" Hamlet.
announced in the city daily on Both are seniors.
Composition exam: "Why, I
Jack Benner, class of '53, will diJune 6.
Heading the list was city recrea- rect all summer dramatics. Frank will fight with him upon this theme
tion director Erling J. Oakland, Prather, senior, will di rect musi- until my eyelids will no longer
wag." Hamlet.
former coach and physical educa- cal activities.
Fountainpen leaks : "Out, dam
tion instructor at ewe from 1951
The announcement by director
to the present summer term. An- Oakland lists the summer session ed spot! out, I say!" Macbeth .
other physical education instruc- recreation projects ewe students
The Florida Flambeau, Florida
tor and coach, from Ellensburg may participate in. They include
high school, is Russ Wiseman, who Cowboys' baseball team, commu- State university, knows some facwill manage the city ball park.
nity league and church league ulty types familiar to just about
Returning from Naval duty as softball, girls' softball league, golf everyone:
The
Politician:
Everybody's
water safety and survival instruc- instruction at the Country Club,
tor in Hawaii is Bob Loeffelbein, swimming and diving at the lV'e- friend, he gives you the same
manager of the Memorial swim- morial pool, tennis instruction, f.nd bland smile when an "E" comes
ming pool. He is taking graduate the Thursday night Rounders out of the blue . . .
The Smiler : Shows all 32 on
YMCA square dance group.
Persons wishing to participate blue Monday morning thinking of
may get further information from all the work ahead. To him, life
director Oakland at the YMCA is a glorious adventure. Probably
does sitting up exercises . . .
or by calling 2-4636.
Old Stone Face : To say hello
Uh and Pearl
to a student would obligate him.
8.- Passion fashion
Ph. 2-6261
Operates on the "divine right"
9.- Sallow tallow
theory that an MA makes you
God's right hand man. Rates
4.- Gabby Tabby
6.- Blearie dearie
student with untouchables.
5.- Piddling Kidling
7.- Gooey looey
The Dreamer: Breaks off in the
middle of sentences with that faraway look in his eye. He's supposed to be thinking of deathless
In at 9 Out at 5 Service
prose . . .
Condescending
Charlie:
Has
abiding faith in the basic stupidity
of students. · ·
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DRUG

SERVICE CLEANERS
on the busy corner across
from the Liberty theater

School Supplies

ELLENSBURG BOOK
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'19 N. Pearl

POST OFFICE' STAFF
LISTS REGULATIONS
The personnel of the student
postoffice in the Union building
announced the following suggestions for students using the postoffice:
1. Be sure return addresses are
on all mail sent through the office. It cannot be sent out without them.
2. Please advise friends and
folks of your box number as soon
as possible.
3. Be sure the mailing address
on each letter is legible.
4. Be s ure the letter carries
correct postage; 3 cents for letters, 2 cents for post cards.
5. No need looking for your mail
before 10 :30 a.m. It will not be
out.
6. Sunday is the only day m a il
will not be distributed.
7. The window will be open between 10 :30 a.m . and 2 p.m., excluding the noon hour.
8. No postage stamps or registered mail are handled at the
P. 0., and no packages may be
sent out from there.
9. Lost keys may be replaced
by purchase from the Post Office
for 50 cents.
10. No m a il will be handed out
through the window.

'Stinky-Pinkys'
(Continued From Page 3)

Letter Rip
The Navy has thought of a new
way of infiltrating its propaganda
into the minds of returning reserv
ists. As each one returns to ci
vilian life an admiral in Seattle
fires the following letter to him.
(Comments in parentheses are the
recipient's thoughts to himself as
he read his.)
"My dear Loeffelbein: (By ail
means let's be formal-sir)
"You have just been returned to
civilian life after a tour of active
duty with the Navy. (And already
reclassified "ready reserve", we
might add.)
"As commandant of the Thirteenth Naval District and former
commander of the United Nations'
Blockading and Escort Force, I
feel that I know of some of the
hardships and personal sacrifices
that our people and members of
the Naval forces have had to make.
(This is silly. He makes many $
a year, has a limousine and chauffeur furnished for his use and has
a house rent free. I made about
$2800 a year as a Quartermaster
second class.)
"I would like to have the benefit
of your thoughts (you're getting
them) on the matter of the future
security of the country, (I still
think the high cost of living is
worth it) and particularly what the
Navy can do to improve its performance.
(Send the Waves to
sea.) On the basis of your experience, you can, I am confident,
make some valuable suggestions'
concerning both the regular Navy
and the Naval Reserve. (These
have had to be censored because
children also read the Crier.)
"Your country is grateful for the
service you gave in time of need.
(But we're not at war, mind you!)
I hope that your life in the years
to come will be more enjoyable
because of your participation and
contribution toward maintaining
our way of life. (Oh, heavens yes!
I know now how peaceful it is as'
a civilian.)
Sincerely,
Allan E. Smith, RADM, USN
"P.S. - I enclose my evaluation
of what the Navy has contributed
and is contributing to the security
of our country by its current operations." (And I enclose a yard of
toilet tissue as my evaluation of
what the Navy has contributed to
my advantage.)

the crazier the better. (Our chosen
example you might define with
•• Jane Russell complex of a moreso torso''.); b) the number of syllables in the ryming words. If
there is one syllable in each of the
two words (as "grand band") you
add to your definition just presented the words "stink-pink". If your
rymers have two syllables each you
would add the words "stinkypinky", if they have three it would
necessarily become "stinkity-pinkity" ; and with four syllables it
would be complicated "stinkititypinkitity". If, by any chance, you
think of words with more syllables
than that (which up to now no one
has, incidentally) you are a genius
and therefor above the hoi-poloi
and don't need this game anyhow,
so forget it. No one else would
ever guess the- m any- how.
And now, a few prime examples
to start you off- first lesson, one
syllable "stink-pink" : 1) a burlesk
stripper on the bumps-and-grinds
circuit, stink-pink. That's the way
you present it, and then the assemblage g uesses , naturally, a
Beer ball
"lewd nude" . See how easy it is?
Now we present a list for you
From Nimitz beach in Hawaii
to guess. The answers will be hid- comes the latest advantage to
den among the advertisements, sports in sun and Surf, beer ball.
with their number preceding them.
The game is played with ordinary
2) a municipal joker or jester, softball equipment, or any variastink-pink.
tion of balls, bats and bases avail3) a censor's most used article able, plus a plentiful supply of beer
of equipment, stinky-pinky.
at each base.
4) the chattering Cheshire cat,
When a batter gets a hit and
stinky-pinky.
makes first base he cannot ad5) a baby with a lack of social vance until he has refreshed himresponsibility, stinky-pinky.
self with a can of beer. The same
6) a gal the moaning after the rule applies at second and third
night before, stinky-pinky.
bases. Two men are allowed on
7) an obfuscated second lieuten- a base at a time, but a third one
ant, stinky-pinky.
on the same base will make the
8) when in France love as the first runner to that base elegible
French do, stinky-pinky.
for a force-out, unless he downs
9) a pale candle, stinky-pinky. his beer and makes the next base
10) a Vantage bathing beauty, in time.
stink-pink.
Three outs constitute a side out
11) straight shots at a gin-dig, with any predetermined number of
stink-pink.
innings being played- depending on
12) a bebop flower of love's que3t the tank capacity of the particular
stinky-pinky.
teams playing.
13) swimming at Vantage, at
15 and you qualify as a future
flood stage, stinky-pinky.
14) a 20 per cent lager, stink- teacher for America's generations.
pink.
Get 20 and you should be shot for
15) the devil's dirty stories, wasting so much time on this that
stinky-pinky.
could be used in profitable study.
16) poetry to the point, stinkOf the 65 parking tickets issued
pink.
17) a highly glossed velocipede June 2 in Ellensburg, the first day
the new "No Parking" signs went
of renouned make, stinky-pinky.
18) the b e au t i f u I but dumb up on campus , the greatest percentage was handed to College
blonde, stinky-pinky.
19) lettuce cut up without dress- students , according to Ellensburg
Chief of Police Norman Forrest.
ing, stinky-pinky.
20) a sleeping hag, stink-pink.
14.- Queer beer
21) a skinny spook, stink-pink.
10.- Beach peach
22) hen session at women's dorm,
11.- Fast blast
stink-pink.
23) a slightly "ineebed" male,
stinky-pinky.
24) an atom powered flower,
stinkitity-pinkitity.
25) "feelthy" French postcards,
stinkitity-pinkitity.
Get any 10 and you should gradu404 N. Pearl
ate "magna cum difficulte" . Get
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Little boy blue,
oome blow your whistle
By BOB LOEFFELBEIN

Read this and you will realize better why umpires, and coaches,
gray prematurely. It is a sports "Skull-bake" designed for experts
only (meaning coaches and umpires).
These questions have come up. How would you call them, yea
or nay?
(1) Question: Can a baserunner score a run after the side has
officially been retired on three outs?
Answer: Yes. Example-Bases loaded, two down, and next man
draws a walk. On fourth ball, however, the catcher fumbles. Man
on second takes his automatic walk to third on the dead run and
heads home. Catcher retrieves ball and fires to third, catching
runner sliding into bag. But the man who was on third still carelessly ambling toward home plate, which he has been awarded,
crosses the base with a run-after the side has officially been retired!
(2) Question: Can the runner be listed as stealing home even
though the pitcher throws a passed ball through the catcher?
Answer: No, not now. The question came up in the WIL and
the answer gave Nick Palica (Wenatchee Chiefs then) a tie for the
all-time any league record for home-stealing in one season.
No written records are available, but mental remembrances of old
sports scribes show Ty Cobb robbed it five times, then Pete Reiser
thieved home seven times. In 1948 Palica tied this.
Palica had started to steal home before the occurrence of the
passed ball. Since an old ruling that forbids the crediting of a
stolen home base on a passed ball had been stricken from the rule
book, he got credit for this feat. The catcher was also debitted
with a passed ball.
(3) Question: It is possible for a triple play to be made without the opposition touching the ball?
Answer: Yes. Slow runner on 2nd, fast one on 1st, and they
go on a hit and run signal. The batter hits a high infield fly for
an ~u matic out. The fast runner passer the slow one going into
third, nd the high pop fly falls on the slow runner for an out caused
by : erference.
/ (4) Can more than one assist be credited on the same put-out?
Answer: Yes. In the state softball tourney, Walla Walla vs.
Sunnyside, a high pop fly to deep short bounced off the shortstop's
glove, off the left fielder's glove and into the hands of the center
fielder. Technically there could be any number of assists to any given
putout.
(5) Question: If a fly ball bounces off the head of one fielder
into the hands of another is the batter out?
Answer: Yes. The ruling-if a man can catch it in his bare
hand or on a deflect from a bare hand, he also can off a head.
(6) Question : A batted ball hitting the pitcher's rubber and
going foul is counted a fair hit?
Answer: No, it is foul.
(7) Question: Is it possible for a batter to hit a homer and
yet be credited only with a single?
Answer: Yes. Seattle's Jack Warren once hit a homer over the
fence, but passed another baserunner between 1st and 2nd. It's the
longest single in park history.
(8) Question: If two runners end up on the same base is one
automatically out?
Answer: No. Theoretically one of them would have to be
tagged out while he was off base. The two runners could stand
next the base and keep putting their feet on and off the base as
the baseman tried to tag them out alternately all night, and if
neither was tagged there would be no out made.
(9) Question: In 1950 rules "each runner gets two bases on
an overthrow, the award governed by the position of the runners
when the last throw is made." So, man on 1st a nd next batter
hits high fly. Runner goes halfway to 2nd waiting to see if it is
caught. Batter rounds first and pulls even with him. Ball falls
safely and the outfielder fires to 1st, and it goes into the bleachers.
Thus the runners, side by side, are both entitled to go to 3rd.
Answer: No. Common sense says the r unner would get the
base he is heading for plus one more. The batter, before the ball hits
the ground, has not been awarded firs t base.
(10) Question: Is an assist-out given in the rundown of a "hot
box" victim?
Answer: Simply, no.
(11) Question: The greatest number of legal pitches, excluding
foul balls, that can be pitched to a batter in one official time at
bat is six?
Answer: No. It is 11. A batter could get to 3-and-2 and
have a baserunner make an out. Thus he would bat first the following inning when he could get a walk after two strikes.
(12) Question: If a basketball player makes a basket for the
opposition he still gets credit for the two points, even though his team
doesn't get the benefit of it?
Answer: No. The floor captain of the opposition gets the two
points added to his total.
(13) Is it legal for one football player to hoist another onto his
shoulders to block a try-for-point?
Answer: In most leagues it is outlawed, though it did happen
regularly throughout 1934 with Cincy of the National FB league before the rules changes.
(14) Baseballs are sewn by machines made especially for that
purpose?
Answer: No. They are sewn by hand in both leagues.
W. Stewart, Spokane; Nancy Pilk80 scholarships
ington, Kalama; Arlene Jones, Ta(Continued front page 1)
coma and Sarah Baird, Kennewick.
David Mathewson of Seattle rema ; Susan Overstreet, Ilwaco; ceived the Dennis Farrell MemorMaxine Sage, Entiat;· Necia Tozer, ial pre-medicine scholarship. The
Ellensburg and Patricia Ann Clark, annual Smyser Award was presentChehalis.
ed to Robert H. Royce, Ellensburg.
Profits from the College Book The PEO, Ellensburg Chapter DN
Store made possible ten Leader- award went to Margaret Omat, Taship scholarships to entering soph- coma. Gene Maitlen, Wapato, reomores next fall. These went to ceived the Ellensburg Lions Club
Joanne Anderson , Hoquiam; James scholarship.
The Jennie Moore
Andrew, Oak Harbor; Nancy Stev- Memorial scholarship went to Richens, Naches; Glena McCall, Stan- ard Preston, Twisp. Mrs. Merle
wood; Ruth Marolf, Vancouver; Newby, Port Orchard, and Mrs.
Carol Buckner, Tacoma; Donald Carol Eckert, Washougal, received
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - . the J. E. Rowntree scholarships.
16.- Terse verse
The Effie I. Raitt scholarships
17.- Lacquered Packard
were presented to Nathalie Heinz,
.---------_-_::_-_-_-_:_-_--- - - - Bothell, a nd LaRae Abplanalp,
Seattle. Two Mildred Teal Mills
scholarships in music were awarded to Gordon Leavitt, Thorp, and
Russell Ussitalo, Ellensburg. Two
---------·------Blue Grass Cologne
18.- Simple dimple
combination with
19.- Daring paring
Puff Dusting Powder

30 specialists

and Jack Nichols, both former
basketball all-Americans from the
University of Washington. Collegiate coaches Ver non "Bucky" WalSports before
ters and "Torchy" Torrence will
your eyes
preside over meetings in football
training methods and style of play
Tide Water Associated Oil comrespectively.
pany recently announced that its
An outstanding feature of the Pac;fic Coast film libraries have
coaches clinic held the first three available for "free" showings a
days of this past week was the film new 20-minute sound film featurlibrary of well over 100 selections ing many of the West's outstandavailable to the visiting coaches ing basketball teams and players
and students. Facilities were ar- in action.
ranged for coaches to select and
The film is available to all
view films of their choice at their church civic school or fraternal
leisure. The films were acquired groups ' and f~atures (1) the 1953
from the Cleveland Browns, Min- PCC championship playoffs beneapolis Lakers, Texas Christian, tween the Washington Huskies and
University of Washington, Wash- California Bears, (2) the NCAA
ington State College, and Central qualifying game between Seattle
Washington.
University and Idaho State College,
Two new courses in music are (3) the regional NCAA opener be"Psychology and Guidance" and tween Seattle University and Wash"Tests and Measurements in ington, and (4) the Western chamMusic Education." The division of pionship contest between Washingscience and mathematics offers a ton a nd Santa Clara.
course in insect study. Geographers
Outstanding players shown inwill study such new courses as elude all-Americans Bob Houbregs
"Land Use in the Columbia Basin," and John O'Brien, as well as tour"Western North American Geo- ney stars Ed O'Brien, Bob McKeen
graphy,"
"Urban
Geography," of California, Ken Sears of Santa
"Maps and Landforms", and "Geography of the Yakima River Basin." Clara and Les Roh of Idaho State.
"History of the Western Hemisphere" is a new history course, and
"Current Issues of American DeThis seemed to be the year for
mocracy" a new political science Eastern's track giants. They won
course. "Practical Classroom Dup- their 35th straight 'meet by annexlicating Techniques" has been add- ing the Evergreen loop crown for
ed to the secretarial science pro- the fifth time . Versatile Ron Chadgram.
wick piled up 27 of his team's 76
Ellen Waters, assistant profes- total with firsts in both hurdles,
sor at the University of Washing- high jump and broad jump, and
ton, will direct a health education took second in the 100-yard dash
workshop to aid in discovering and a nd third in the javelin . He might
utilizing the health resources of in- be a pentathlon threat looming.
dividual communities for teachers.
He reminds Centralites of Eric
T eaching the workshop on ex- Beardsley, class of '51, who is now
ceptional children will be such coaching track at Moses Lake high
varied specialists as Dr. Ross school. He is supposed to have
Hamilton, supervisor of education posted better marks in the pentafor the handicapped ; Dan Prosser, tholon events than ?urrent Olympic
~ons ultant in mental health; Dr. champ Bob Mathias of Stanford
James T. Ki r kwood, children and I university.
youth service; Dr. Loretta Miller,
professor of special education; Miss
Elvena Miller speech consultant;
~ans . of 0 _Brien Tech (Seattle
and Waring J. Fitch, hearing con- University) w.11 still have a chance
servation consultant.
of see_ their. idols, John and Ed ,
W. J. Hankins, executive director ,n act10n th s coming fall, but in
of the Washington Society for a d;fferent way. Ed is expected
Crippled Children and Adults; Dr. to take over the frosh basketball
Edgar W . Warren , Kittitas Coun- team and John will assist head
ty health officer; Dr. A. W. Stev- varsity coach Al Brightman. They
enson, orthopedic specialist; a nd go back to Pittsburgh to play baseMrs. Edith Pratt, president of the ball with the pirates in the spring.
Central Washington chapter of the
International Council for ExcepD:d you ever stop to consider
tional Children.
"September experiences," offi- that luck plays a lesser part in
cially known as Ed. 106y is a new tennis then any other game?
In baseball a bad hop or an
student teaching wrinkle at ewe.
It gives student teachers the op- umpi re's decision on a home-run
portunity to find out how school is foul ball m ay dec:de a winning
actually opened in the fall.
1

25 cadets train
at summer camp
Twenty-five U. S. Air Force
ROTC Cadets from Central Washington College will begin a fourweek summer training program at
Fairchild Air Force Base near
Spokane June 22, announced Major Shelton D. Kem acting professor of air science and tactics .
Will pursue a schedule of training of such subjects as weapons
and marksmans hip, physical training, leadership, drill and exercise
of command, aircrew and aircraft

Presser Foundation of Philadelphia
scholarships in music went to
Frank Prather, Arlington , and
Ralph Sager, Winlock.
The Kappa Pi Art Honorary
scholarship went to Pat Cosper,
Sunnyside. Constance Weber, Seattie, and Darwin Davis, Ellensburg,
received the Ellensburg Washington National Bank art scholarships.
Fifteen
Munson
scholarships
were awarded to Derril Meyer,
Yakima; Mrs. Jane Deaver, Simmons, Yakima; Sterling Kuhlman,
Snohomish;
Marshall
Keating,
Cashmere, Adrienne Topilla, Longview; Robert Patzer, Kennewick ;
Mrs. Patricia Reese, Wenatchee ;
N Sb
Shirley Olson, Renton; Ted Turnoes
er, Grandview; Evelyn Revelli,
Repairing
Ya kima; Nancy Hardy, Portland;
Gene Balint, Enumclaw; Norman
STAR SHOE SHOP
Savage, Eugene, Oregon; Alene
us N. Pine
1 Key, Port Orchard and Mary Hem·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - enway, Walla Walla.

$2.65 Va Iue for $1.65
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Bill Jurgens and Jack Benner of
CWCE returned from the NAIAsponsored national track meet for
small colleges June 7 with a sec-

~;0~ a13th~~fle~~~ ~e~~ur:~teJ'ee:.ms

Jurgens placed second in the
shotput and fourth in the discus,
while Benner gained third in the
javelin.
Jurgens shot effort of 47 feet %,
inches was second to the recordbreaking toss of P a lmer Retzlaff
of North Dakota State, at 50 feet,
1h inches. He (Jurgens) set a ne~
Evergr~en conference reco1rd. this
year :with a shot of 49 feet Ii mch,
but his bes~ heave ?f the year was
5~ feet, 3 mches, ~n a dual mee~
with Western Wa_shmgton. Jurgens
shot at th~ nat10nals . came as a
result of his new reg10nal record
of 49 feet, 21h inches.
Jurgens again trailed Metzlaff
when the latter again set a new
standard in the discus throw at
164 feet, 11 %. inches. Jurgens'
throw was 146 feet, 114 inches, with
his best effort a 161 feet m ark set
in practice this year.
Benner finished behind Les Lillequist of Eastern Washington, who
was the same person to top Benner at the regional NAIA meet by two inches.
Benner's toss
there was 200 feet, 214 inches. At
the nationals it was 196 feet, 614
inches .
Ray '~dams, t he third Centralte
entered from Monte Reynolds '
track squad, failed to place in the
100-yard dash. At the regional he
won it in 10.3 seconds, just a week
after he had tied the Evergreen
loop mark of 9.9 seconds.
South Dakota State won the meet
with 48 points.
Highlight of the meet was a near
world record-breaking high jump
by Walter Davis, '52 Olympic cha mpion. He cleared the bar at 6 feet,
1114 inches, but m easurements of
the takeoff area after the meet
showed it to be 15-16 of a n inch
too hig h. Th "s cut his effort to
6 feet, 10 1516 inches. The world's
record was set in 1941 by Les
Ste :s of Oregon at 6 feet 11 inches
'
wntest. A lucky punch may r everse things in a boxing m atch.
One player on a team may be off
form and so a n upset is scored in
football.
A shot rimming t he
basket can decide a close basketball game. A pebble deflecting a
putt m ay lose a golf match .
But, because the hundreds of
strokes give the players in tennis
so many opportunities to prove
their ability, the better player on
the day of the match always wins.
Luck very seldom plays a decisive
indoctrination, and officer indoctri- part.
nation.
22.- Cat chat
Central Washington College stu23.- Mellow fellow
dents attending the summer camp 24.- Uranium geranium
include Arthur Brattkus, Jack
25.- Pornography Photography
Thompson and William Wilson, Ellensburg; James Barrett, Bradley
Fischer a nd John Joseph McKenna, Seattle; Ralph Sager and
'
Wayne Sturdevant, Winlock; Stephen Balint, Black Diamond; EmBy __ Herb
anuel Blank, Bremerton; Charles
Dorich, Roslyn; Erling Espedal,
Arlington; Frederick Heistuman,
Buena ; Lester Hosford, Raymond;
Gordon Irle, Port Townsend; Martin Kennedy, Wenatchee, John
Lenes, North Bend; Lawrence Martin, Warden; Derril Meyer, Yakima; Robert Propst, Edmonds; William Repenshek, Renton; James
Short, Grand Coulee; Russell Watkins, Elma ; Ellis Wells, Shelton,
and Lewis White, Vancouver, B.C.

,
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Elizabeth Arden

Jurgens, Benner place 2-3-4
in NAIA nat'I track meet

(Continued from page 1)
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RICHFIELD TIPS:
-

20.-Prone crone
21.- Gaunt haunt
"Change my Oil."

HALLMARK
GRADUATION

HERB'S RICHFIELD

Large Selections

Tires-Batteries
Washing-Lubrication
General Repairs

CARDS

Patterson's StatJonery
422 N. Piiie

Tel. 2-7286

COME IN Pl.EllSE, ORIV&
OUT PlcASED
"
,
.,.,~

